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Classical Internet evolved exceptionally during the last five decades, from a network comprising a few
static nodes in the early days to a leviathan interconnecting billions of devices. This has been possible
by the separation of concern principle, for which the network functionalities are organized as a stack
of layers, each providing some communication functionalities through specific network protocols. In
this survey, we aim at highlighting the impossibility of adapting the classical Internet protocol stack to
the Quantum Internet, due to the marvels of quantum mechanics. Indeed, the design of the Quantum
Internet requires a major paradigm shift of the whole protocol stack for harnessing the peculiarities
of quantum entanglement and quantum information. In this context, we first overview the relevant
literature about Quantum Internet protocol stack. Then, stemming from this, we sheds the light on the
open problems and required efforts toward the design of an effective and complete Quantum Internet
protocol stack. To the best of authors’ knowledge, a survey of this type is the first of its own. What
emerges from this analysis is that the Quantum Internet, though still in its infancy, is a disruptive
technology whose design requires an inter-disciplinary effort at the border between quantum physics,
computer and telecommunications engineering.

1. Introduction
The design of complex systems – such as communication networks – is commonly simplified through an abstract
model, which enables the characterization and standardization of the different functionalities by abstracting from the
particulars of the underlying technologies.
Historically, this led to the definition of the two widelyknown abstract models for packet-switching networks, namely
the OSI model and the TCP/IP model, which underlay the
current Internet design and actual implementation. Both ISO
and TCP/IP models are based on a key principle: the separation of concern. Accordingly, the network functionalities are
organized as a stack of layers, each providing some communication functionalities through specific network protocols.
The inherent modularity of the aforementioned principle, although sub-optimal, has been proved to be hugely successful. In fact, it allowed Internet to evolve amazingly during
the last five decades, from a network comprising a few static
nodes in the early days to a leviathan interconnecting half of
the world’s population through billions of devices.
From the above, one could be induced to believe that
the current Internet can evolve into the Quantum Internet
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] – namely, a network interconnecting
heterogeneous quantum networks, able to transmit quantum
bit (qubits) and generate and distribute entangled states [10]
– by simply replacing or extending some protocols to their
quantum counterpart, without any global modification of the
overall protocol stack.
Unfortunately, this approach is doomed to fail: the QuanThis work was partially supported by project xxx. Jessica Illiano acknowledges support from TIM S.p.A. through the PhD scholarship.
∗ Corresponding author
ORCID (s):
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tum Internet is governed by the laws of quantum mechanics, hence phenomena with no-counterpart in the classical
world impose terrific constraints on the network design [1,
2]. Specifically, principles and phenomena of quantum mechanics1 – such as the quantum measurement postulate and
the no-cloning theorem – impose the impossibility of safely
reading and copying quantum information without altering
it. Yet the possibility of reading and duplicating information
constitutes the fundamental assumption underlying classical
communication protocols2 through the whole Internet protocol stack, ranging from error-control mechanisms such as
Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) to overhead-control strategies such as caching. As a consequence, the unconventional
features of quantum information challenges fundamental assumptions underlying current Internet design.
But the challenges arising with Quantum Internet design are not limited to the unorthodox no-cloning feature.
Indeed, one of the most astonishing phenomena of quantum mechanics, quantum entanglement, revolutionizes the
very concept of communication network. In fact, the nonclassical correlations provided by entanglement can be leveraged not only for transmitting classical and quantum information, but also for enabling groundbreaking applications
with no-counterpart in the classical Internet [10, 12, 13],
ranging from secure communications [6, 14] through blind
1 Some

basic concepts about quantum information are summarized
within the Boxes, so that a reader familiar with the subject can easily skip redundant information. For a more exhaustive exposition, we refer the reader
to [2] for a concise introduction from a communication engineering perspective, whereas [11] provides an in-depth treatise of the subject.
2 TCP protocol constitutes the most straightforward example of the
ubiquity of this assumption through the layers. In fact, it extensively uses
information replication to provide reliable, ordered and error-free communication services out of the connectionless datagram service provided by
the IP-based network layer
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computing [15, 16, 17, 18] to distributed quantum computing [19, 20].
From the above, it becomes evident that the design of
the Quantum Internet requires a major paradigm shift of the
whole protocol stack to harness the peculiarities of quantum
entanglement and quantum information. Indeed, a one-toone mapping between classical and Quantum Internet protocol stacks is not possible.
Accordingly, the aim of this treatise is first to overview
J. Illiano, M. Caleffi, A. Manzalini, A. S. Cacciapuoti

the state-of-the-art regarding the efforts toward the design of
the Quantum Internet protocol stack. Then, stemming from
this, the treatise sheds the light on the open problems yet to
be solved for an effective Quantum Internet protocol stack
design.
For this, as summarized in Figure 1, after having briefly
summarized the main features of the OSI and the TCP/IP
models, we deeply analyze the motivations for a quest of a
paradigm shift, by focusing on the characteristics of quantum
Page 2 of 25
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information and quantum entanglement. With reference to
the latter, we carefully discuss how quantum entanglement
deeply revolutionaries the design of a quantum network, by
defining a completely new form of connectivity, independent from the physical connectivity determined by the network topology. Stemming from this, we guide the reader
through the main literature about the Quantum Internet protocol stack. Indeed, due to the growing interest toward the

topic, the understanding of the state-of-the-art is mandatory
to have an easy access and guide toward the prominent results, which are of paramount importance for the progress
of the research area. Finally, we discuss the open problems
arising with the design of the Quantum Internet protocol
stack.
To the best of authors’ knowledge, a survey of this type
is the first of its own.

Qubits in a nutshell
Quantum bits (qubits) are the quantum equivalent of bits.
Although qubits can be realized with different technologies,
– as an example, super-conducting technology – the principles of quantum mechanics hold regardless of the underlying technology particulars. Accordingly, while a classical
bit can encode one of the two mutually exclusive basis states
– 0 or 1 – at any time, a qubit can be in a superposition of the
two basis states simultaneously. More into detail, by considering the standard orthonormal basis givena by:
[ ]
[ ]
1
0
|0⟩ ≝
, |1⟩ ≝
(1)
0
1
any qubit state |𝜓⟩ can be expressed as a linear combination
– namely, as a superposition – of the two basis states |0⟩ and
|1⟩ as follows:
|𝜓⟩ = 𝛼0 |0⟩ + 𝛼1 |1⟩ .

(2)

The coefficients 𝛼0 and 𝛼1 denote two complex numbers,
called amplitude of |𝜓⟩, which must satisfy the normalization condition |𝛼0 |2 + |𝛼1 |2 = 1, being the pure state |𝜓⟩ a
unit-vector. Indeed, |𝛼0 |2 and |𝛼1 |2 correspond to the probabilities that the measurement outcome – by measuring the
qubit in the standard basis – is either |0⟩ or |1⟩, respectively.
Hence, the normalization condition may also be interpreted
as |𝛼0 |2 and |𝛼1 |2 being probabilities. It is crucial to observe
that, according to the measurement postulate, the original
quantum state after the measurement collapses into the measured state. As a consequence, the measurement irreversibly

alters the original quantum state, and any superposed state
probabilistically collapses into one of the basis states associated with the measurement device. Furthermore, quantum
states are fragile. Any interaction with the environment irreversibly affects any quantum state, causing a loss of its quantum properties in a process called decoherence [2, 11]. The
classical strategy – storing redundant copies of the fragile
data – is not a solution in the quantum world. In fact, the
no-cloning theorem prohibits to make a copy of an unknown
quantum state [11], even though it turned out to be a valuable
property for securing communications [12]. Finally, just like
single qubit systems, a state of a two-qubit system can be in
a superposition of the four basis states:
⎡𝛼0 ⎤
⎢𝛼 ⎥
|𝜓⟩ = 𝛼0 |00⟩ + 𝛼1 |01⟩ + 𝛼2 |10⟩ + 𝛼3 |11⟩ = ⎢ 1 ⎥ , (3)
𝛼
⎢ 2⎥
⎣𝛼3 ⎦
with the complex amplitudes 𝛼𝑖 satisfying the normalization
∑
condition 𝑖 |𝛼𝑖 |2 = 1. By further generalizing this, while
𝑛 classical bits are only ever in one of the 2𝑛 possible states
at any given moment, a 𝑛-qubit system can be in a superposition of all the 2𝑛 basis states, which is formulated as:
|𝜓⟩ =

𝑛 −1
2∑

𝛼𝑖 |𝑖⟩ ,

(4)

𝑖=0

with 𝛼𝑖 ∈ ℂ ∶

∑2𝑛 −1
𝑖=0

|𝛼𝑖 |2 = 1.

a The notation commonly used to describe a quantum state is the Dirac notation, also referred to as bra-ket notation. Accordingly, the symbol |⋅⟩ –
called ket – denotes a column vector, while the symbol ⟨⋅| – called bra – denotes the transposed conjugate vector of the corresponding ket.

2. Background

cessful models for the Quantum Internet design.

Here, we first provide a concise3 description on the two
widely-known abstract models for packet-switching networks:
the OSI model and the TCP/IP model [23], jointly constituting the overall archetype underlying the design and the actual implementation of current Internet. Then, we discuss
the reasons for the need of a paradigm shift from these suc-

2.1. Layered Modeling

3 By summarizing and (over)simplifying some key concepts and definitions preliminary to the following sections, and by referring the reader to
[21, 22] for a rigorous in-depth treatise.
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Both ISO and TCP/IP models are based on a key principle: the separation of concern, a.k.a. divide and conquer.
Accordingly, the network functionalities are organized as a
stack of layers, each offering some communication services
through specific network protocols4 . More into detail, an ar4 In a nutshell, a protocol is a set of rules and messages that define how
same-layer interactions between different network entities take place and
services are performed.
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Figure 2: Example of a generic layered model for a communication network. Node A and Node B represent two network
entities implementing more than one layer. Layer 𝑛 of Node A
offers its functionalities to layer 𝑛 + 1 and uses the functionalities of layer 𝑛 − 1. Additionally, Node A’s layer 𝑛 can directly
interact with Node B’s layer 𝑛 through a specific protocol.

bitrary layer offers some services to the layer immediately
above, while using the functionalities of the layer immediately below, as represented in Figure 2.
According to the OSI model, the network functionalities are organized through seven layers, as shown in Figure 3. In the following, we will restrict our attention on the
core network layers. From bottom to top, we have physical, data link, network and transport layer. The lowest layer
concerns with transmitting raw bits over a communication
channel. Then, the data link layer deals with the reliable
transmission of streams of bits – i.e., packets – within the
same5 network. Another crucial functionality provided by
the data link layer is the management of the communication channel, whenever it’s shared by multiple nodes. As instance, within the popular IEEE 802 standard, this is handled
within a specific sublayer, commonly referred to as Medium
Access Control (MAC), through dedicated protocols such
as CSMA [21, 22]. Furthermore, a shared channel generally requires an addressing mechanism for assigning univocal identities to nodes so that a packet can be sent to and
received by a specific node without any ambiguity. Immediately above, the network layer is responsible for forwarding
packets, whenever source and destination do not belong to
the same network. To this aim and by oversimplifying, two
functionalities are needed: path discovery and forwarding.
The former identifies one or more possible paths, spanning
across multiple networks, interconnecting source with destination. Whereas with the latter we mean the actual function that, at each node, forwards the packets through the selected path, properly chosen according to a specific routing
metric. Clearly, both the functionalities require a networklayer addressing mechanism so that each node can be univo5 Namely, between a set of directly connected nodes in a wired network,
or between nodes laying within the coverage range of each others in a wireless network.
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cally identified across the different networks6 . Finally, the
transport layer provides communication services for transferring variable-length data sequences from a source to a
destination. These services may provide reliable communications through state- and connection-oriented services, although reliability is not a strict requirement.
Differently from OSI, the TCP/IP model does not provide a detailed description of the layers dealing with intranetwork functionalities, since it was created with the main
goal of interconnecting different, heterogeneous networks.
Hence, all the intra-network functionalities and services are
grouped in the lowest network access layer, and the “core”
layer is represented by the internet layer, which roughly corresponds to the network layer of the OSI model. Indeed, the
internet layer is responsible for forwarding packets across
different networks. This is generally achieved by relying
only on the information embedded within the IP address of
the destination – where IP (Internet Protocol) is the “standard de-facto” protocol for addressing within classical Internet – regardless of the underlying network particulars. Finally, regarding the transport layer, it provides host-to-host
communication services – i.e., data delivery – to the appropriate application processes on the host computers. These
services use the concept of port to provide multiplexing/demultiplexing
for process-to-process communications. The best-known transport protocol is clearly the Transmission Control Protocol
(TCP), used for connection-oriented transmissions, whereas
the connectionless User Datagram Protocol (UDP) is used
for simpler messaging transmissions.
It is worthwhile to note that current Internet roughly reduces to a mixture of these two models, with the first two
layers modeled according to OSI and the last three modeled
according to the TCP/IP [23], as shown in Figure 3.

2.2. Quest for a Major Paradigm Shift
For the reasons briefly mentioned in Section 1, the design of the Quantum Internet quests for a paradigm shift of
the protocol stack to properly harness the peculiarities of
quantum entanglement and quantum information. Indeed
and as it will be clarified in the next sections, this paradigm
shift implies the impossibility of a one-to-one mapping between the classical network functionalities at a certain layer
and the quantum ones within the designed protocol stack.
Being the motivations underlining the need of a paradigm
shift wide and complex, in the following we discuss in details them. Such a detailed discussion is preliminary to grasp
the strong aspects as well the limitations of the state-of-theart solutions about the Quantum Internet protocol stack.

3. Classical Information vs Quantum
Information vs Quantum Entanglement
As mentioned in Section 1, the design of the Quantum
Internet cannot be limited to simply replace a few classical
6 Whereas the data link addressing mentioned above requires an identifier that is only unique within a single network.
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Figure 3: OSI model vs TCP/IP model. OSI reference model (left) is organized into
seven layers, whereas the TCP/IP reference model (right) is divided into four layers. The
OSI model provides a detailed description of each layer. The main goal was to provide a
precise guide for the design of the entire network in order to accomplish a unified reference
standard. For this reason, it provides a complete description of every possible service
each layer should offer. Differently, the TCP/IP model was created with the main goal
of interconnecting different, heterogeneous networks. For this, it is organized into less
layers, whose description is not as elaborated and complete as the OSI model. The rough
correspondence between the layers of the two models is highlighted by the orange squares
and the gray arrows, whereas the green corner-markers denote the layers implemented
within the current Internet.

layers with some equivalent quantum layers. Indeed, the intrinsic dissimilarities between classical and quantum information are far beyond the technological design of some network functionalities: they affect the whole protocol stack. In
the following, we provide the rationale for this, by describing in detail the aforementioned dissimilarities, summarized
in Table 1.
Classical information can be stored indefinitely – or, at
least, stored for times significantly longer than those associated with the execution of the network functionalities – with
negligible error probabilities. Conversely, quantum information irreversibly degrades over time as a consequence of
the decoherence process arising from the unavoidable interactions with the environment. Hence, quantum information
is characterized by hard temporal constraints, which may not
fit with the (longer) latency characterizing current Internet.
Furthermore, while classical information can be freely measured – i.e., read – quantum information is irreversibly altered by any measurement, according to the quantum measurement postulate. More challenging, whenever a quantum
state is unknown – as it happens in a quantum network at the
intermediate nodes or even at the source, as instance when
the quantum state is the output of an external sensing or computing process [2] – it cannot be duplicated due to the nocloning theorem. Conversely, when it comes to generate and
distribute entangled states among network nodes, there is no
J. Illiano, M. Caleffi, A. Manzalini, A. S. Cacciapuoti

restriction in freely duplicating7 a specific entangled state8
[25], even though tighter interactions among the entangled
nodes are mandatory. In fact, the nodes need to agree in advance on the specific entangled state to be first generated and
then distributed.
7 Indeed, from a communication engineering perspective, there exists a
subtle but fundamental difference between communicating quantum information and distributing quantum entanglement as a resource. Any quantum
state – i.e., any “quantum message" sent from a source to a destination – delivers quantum information if and only the transmitted state is unknown at
the destination. Thus, quantum information is the quantum equivalent of
classical information, and they exhibit similarities and differences as discussed in this section. Conversely, any message known in advance at the
destination does not convey any information, and hence its transmission is
useless from a communication perspective. This holds regardless of the
classical or quantum nature of the message. But when it comes to an entangled state to be distributed between two (or more) parties, the state does
not convey information – in the Shannon’s sense [24] where information
is linked to the uncertainty of the state – but rather quantum correlation,
which represents the fundamental communication resource of the Quantum
Internet, as extensively discussed in the following.
8 It is worthwhile to note that only the entangled state “as a whole” can
be freely duplicated. Conversely, the states of the constituting subsystems
are unknown and, hence, the duplication cannot be extended to the granularity level of the constituting subsystems.
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Entanglement in a nutshell
Entanglement, defined as a spooky action at distance
by Einstein [26], is a property of two or more quantum particles. Entangled particles exist in a shared
state, such that any action on a particle affects instantaneously the other particle(s) as well. This sort
of quantum correlation, with no counterpart in the
classical world, holds regardless the distance among
the particles. To better describe this astonishing phenomenon, let us focus on two-qubit entangled states
and let us consider two distant parties, say Alice and
Bob, with each party owning one qubit of the entangled state |Φ+ ⟩, with |Φ+ ⟩ being one of the four notable two-qubit entangled states – referred to as Bell
states or EPR pairsa – given by:
|Φ± ⟩ =

|00⟩ ± |11⟩
,
√
2

|Ψ± ⟩ =

|10⟩ ± |01⟩
.
√
2
(5)

If Alice measures the qubit of |Φ+ ⟩ available at her
side independently from Bob, she obtains a random
output with zero and one outcomes characterized by
the same probability. The same happens at Bob.
However, if the results of the two independent measurements at Alice and Bob are compared, we find
that whenever the measurement at Alice gives zero
so it does the measurement at Bob, and the same
happens with the outcome one. Indeed, according to
quantum mechanics, as soon as one of the two qubits
is measured, the state of the other one becomes instantaneously determined, regardless of the distance
between Alice and Bob and without any further interaction between the two parties. Formally, a twoqubit entangled state is defined as a state that can not
be expressed as product state of the individual onequbit subsystems, i.e.:
|Φ+ ⟩ ≠ |𝜓1 ⟩ ⊗ |𝜓2 ⟩ ,

(6)

with |𝜓1 ⟩ ∈ 1 and |𝜓2 ⟩ ∈ 2 where 1 , 2 denote the Hilbert spaces associated with the individual subsystems respectively. As a further example,
any state:
|𝜓⟩ = 𝛼0 |00⟩ + 𝛼1 |11⟩
|2

|2

(7)

with |𝛼0 + |𝛼1 = 1, is an entangled state. However, only the states in (5) are the maximally entangled ones, namely, the states providing the maximum amount of entanglement. Finally, larger systems composed by more than two quantum particles
can exhibit entanglement as well. The simplest example is constituted by three-qubit systems and, in
such a case, two notable maximally entangled states
are given by the GHZ state and the W state:
)
1 (
|𝐺𝐻𝑍⟩ = √ |000⟩ + |111⟩
(8)
2
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1
|𝑊 ⟩ = √ (|001⟩ + |010⟩ + |100⟩ ,
3

(9)

as discussed in further details in Section 4.
a With Bell states named in honor of Bell [27], and EPR pairs
named in honor of Einstein, Podolsky and Rose [28]

But further similarities and differences between the classical and the quantum worlds arise, as summarized in Table 1. Specifically, bits and qubits can be considered singleton, namely, they both are self-contained entities, which
– although they may be routed through the network aggregated in packets – have a meaning per-se. Conversely, entanglement is a correlation between multiple qubits. Indeed,
not only a single entangled qubit is useless, but more implications emerge. First, there must be a tight cooperation
between the network nodes – nodes that must be aware of
each other identities – storing the entangled qubits for being able to exploit the quantum correlation provided by entanglement9 . Furthermore, any processing of a single entangled qubit has an instantaneous effect on the global entangled state, with possible changes affecting the remaining
entangled qubits as well, regardless of the distances among
the entangled nodes. Accordingly, entanglement exhibits a
non-local scope. Conversely, both classical and quantum information – when flowing through the network for reaching
the destination – exhibit local scope: any node can freely
and independently operate on it (as instance, to implement
some error correction mechanisms) and the changes remain
local. It must be noted that, when it comes to the design of
the network functionalities, the difference between local and
non-local scope is pivotal. With local scope, there is at any
time a single network entity – the one owning the information, either the source or the forwarder node – to whom the
responsibility for the successful delivery of the information
is delegated. Differently, non-local scope requires a tight coordination between multiple remotely-located peer entities.
These peer entities may even compete among each others,
as instance when multiple nodes simultaneously wish to use
the same entanglement resource.
Another key aspect to be discussed arises from the above,
namely, stateful vs stateless. Indeed, in packet-switching
networks such as Internet, bits are usually transmitted in batch
under the form of packets. Although some network functionalities acting on packets – with routing being a notable
example – might require some sort of state information, bit
per-se is stateless. Here, the term stateless is used to denote
that the node storing the bit does not need to retain any additional information or detail for being able to operate on it.
Conversely, the temporal constraints arising with quantum
information and quantum entanglement require some form
of state information to be generated and distributed among
the network entities. As instance, once initialized to some
quantum state, any qubit irreversibly degrades over time as
9 As an example, quantum teleportation requires the nodes to coordinate
for exchanging a classical message.
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Bit
Temporal constraints

no

Duplication constraints

no

Qubit

Entanglement
yes

yes

Singleton
Scope

no

yes

no

local

non-local

State

nearly stateless

Value

local and pre-determined: the destination

Order of operations & flow direction

stateful

yes, tight

global and dynamic

flexible
no

Classes

profoundly stateful

yes

Table 1
A schematic summary of the differences arising with quantum information and quantum
entanglement, with the respect to classical bit.

a consequence of the decoherence process. Hence, some
temporal information regarding the residual coherence time
must be available at the node for properly operating on it.
Furthermore, the non-local scope characterizing entanglement requires additional state information – including at the
very least the identities of the entangled nodes – to be properly shared through the network. Hence, we can conclude
that – while bits are nearly stateless – qubits and entangled
qubits are definitely stateful.
Information, both classical and quantum, is generated
at the source for a given destination, and it is valuable for
the destination only. Any other intermediate node – while
forwarding it to the destination – cannot exploit it for its
communication needs. Hence, the beneficiary of classical
and quantum information is fixed and pre-determined. Differently, entanglement represents a communication resource
valuable for any cluster of nodes sharing it, regardless from
where it has been originally generated and regardless for
which nodes were originally supposed to use it. Indeed, the
only constraint for an arbitrary network node to be able to
use a locally-available entanglement resource is to coordinate with of the other nodes sharing the entanglement resource. Furthermore, entanglement can be swapped10 and,
hence, it is possible to dynamically – namely, at run time –
change the identities of the entangled nodes. In other words,
remote nodes can become entangled without any previous
interaction or direct communication.
Indeed, another crucial difference arises with entanglement swapping. For the successful transmission of classical
information, the order among the operations matters. Specifically, information must be successfully received at an intermediate node before it can be re-transmitted toward the
destination. In other words, there exists a direction along
which information flows: from source through intermediate
nodes to destination. Conversely, entanglement swapping
allows to entangle remote nodes by distributing entanglement to the intermediate nodes without any particular order.
10 As described in Section 4.3, entanglement swapping is a strategy to
distribute entanglement between remote nodes that are not directly interconnected by a quantum link.
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Specifically, the order of generation among different entanglement resources to be swapped does not matter. Also, the
order among the different swapping operations at the different intermediate nodes does not matter: they can happen simultaneously or in any other order [29]. Furthermore – for
instance, as it happens when entanglement is used for quantum teleportation – the same concept of source and destination is dynamic. Any node sharing entanglement resources
can act either as source or as destination, as long as it coordinates with the other entangled nodes. Even more astonishing, recently it has been discovered that the order among
the communication channels traversed by a quantum information carrier can be indefinite, giving raise to unparalleled
and powerful setups for the transmission of information [30,
31, 32, 33, 34, 35]. This has tremendous effects on the Quantum Internet protocol stack as discussed in Section 7.7.
Finally, it is worthwhile to anticipate that, as presented in
Section 4.2, entanglement constitutes an heterogeneous resource: differently from bits and qubits, there exist different
classes of entangled states, which exhibit different properties
and enable different applications.

Entanglement: the “key” resource of the
Quantum Internet
As described in the previous box, entanglement provides a non-local correlation among particles that
can be remotely located. It constitutes one of the
most groundbreaking phenomena of quantum mechanics, and it enables applications with no counterpart in the classical world. Popular examples range
from communications, cryptography through sensing/metrology to computing applications [12]. For
this, entanglement is regarded as the “key" resource
to be generated and distributed within the Quantum
Internet [10]. To better substantiate this statement
and to give some hints about the marvels of entanglement, in the following we briefly introduce one of
the widely-known applications exploiting entangle-
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ment for communications, namely, the quantum teleportation. Quantum teleportation enables the transmission of an unknown qubit without the violation of
the no-cloning theorem nor the transmission of the
physical particle encoding the information. Quantum teleportation process requires three main ingredients: i) an EPR pair, ii) local quantum operations
both at the source and the destination, and iii) the
transmission of two classical bits from source to destination. Assuming that one of the entangled qubits
is distributed to the source and the other to the destination, the process is summarized as follows. First,
the source performs a pre-processing, carrying out a
Bell state measurement (BSM) on both the unknown
qubit encoding the information to be transmitted and
the entangled qubit. As shown in the figure, the
BSM consists of a CNOTa gate – with the information qubit acting as control and the entangled qubit
acting as target – followed by a Hadamardb gate on
the information qubit and, finally, a measurement of
both the information and the entangled qubits.
SOURCE
|𝜓⟩

𝐻

BSM
|Φ+ ⟩
𝑋

𝑍

|𝜓⟩

D ESTINATION

Once the pre-processing is completed, the source
transmits two classical bits encoding the measurement result to the destination through a classical
channel. Then, the destination performs a postprocessing – which consists of a unitary operation
whose expression depends on the measurement outcomes – on the entangled qubit at the destination
side. Once the post-processing is completed, the
original quantum state has been teleported within the
entangled qubit at destination. We underline that the
measurement within the BSM destroys any quantum
properties within both the original information qubit
and the entangled particle at the source side. Hence,
any subsequent teleportation process requires a new
EPR pair to be generated and distributed between the
remote nodes.
a The controlled-NOT represents one of the fundamental twoqubit gates, where one qubit acts as controller and the other acts
as target qubit. The gate acts as follows: when the controlled
qubit is in state |0⟩, then the target qubit is left unchanged. Conversely, when the control qubit is in state |1⟩, then the target qubit
is flipped.
b The Hadamard (H) gate maps any basis state into an even
superposition of √
the two basis states. As instance, |0⟩ is mapped
into (|0⟩ + |1⟩)∕ 2.
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4. Entanglement: a Deeper Look
Stemming from the previous section, it becomes beneficial to discuss more deeply the fundamental communication resource of the Quantum Internet – i.e., entanglement –
to grasp its profound implications on the protocol network
stack design.

4.1. Preliminaries
Entanglement is an astonishing although complex phenomenon of quantum mechanics. It is not an absolute property of a quantum state, but it rather depends on the particular
decomposition of the composite system into subsystems11 .
For the sake of clarity and by oversimplifying, an elementary quantum system – as a single-qubit system – does
not admit entangled states. Conversely, for a bipartite system12 – as for example a two-qubit system – we can distinguish between entangled states and unentangled (or, equivalently, separable) states, as shown in Figure 4. This type
of entanglement is referred to as bipartite entanglement. An
example of bipartite entanglement, extensively studied in literature, is given by the so-called Bell states or EPR pairs,
discussed in the dedicated box. These states are, among the
bipartite states, the maximally entangled ones, namely, the
states providing the maximum amount of non-classical correlation13 . When it comes to larger systems, the classification of the entangled states becomes broader. The study of
multipartite14 entanglement requires a mathematical background beyond the scope of this survey. Hence, in the following we focus on providing some insights on multipartite
entangled states that may be of interest from a communication engineering perspective, by restricting our attention on
the simplest example of multipartite system, namely, a tripartite system.
As represented in Figure 4, for tripartite systems there
are different configurations: unentangled states, biseparable states and genuine tripartite entangled states. Unentangled states, also known as fully separable, do not exhibit
any form of entanglement among the parties. Conversely,
a biseparable state exhibits some form of entanglement, but
shared only between two of the three subsystems. Finally, a
state is genuinely tripartite entangled if is neither separable
or biseparable, namely, if it exhibits some form of entanglement among all the constituent subsystems.
11 States entangled with respect to a certain subsystem decomposition
may be unentangled with respect to other decompositions into subsystems.
Hence it must be specified or clear from the specific context which of the
many legitimate tensor decompositions of the vector space associate to the
composite quantum system is under consideration [2, 36].
12 The term “bipartition" refers to the decomposition of the composite
system into two subsystems, with any of these subsystems constituted by
one or more qubits. Clearly, the simplest bipartite system is a two-qubit
system decomposed into one-qubit subsystems.
13 As an example, the fidelity [37] of a teleported quantum state increases
with the amount of entanglement shared between source and destination,
and perfect deterministic quantum teleportation is achievable only by using
maximally entangled pairs.
14 Multipartite states refer to states of quantum systems – as a tree-qubit
system – composed by more than two subsystems. Accordingly, multipartite entanglement refers to entanglement shared between more than two parties.
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Figure 4: Basic entanglement concepts for quantum systems.

probability 2∕3, as shown in Figure 5. This result can be
generalized to 𝑛-qubit W states. In fact, the probability for
extracting an EPR from a 𝑛-qubit W state is equal to 2∕𝑛 and,
so it decreases linearly with 𝑛.
However, when it comes to the persistency17 property,
4.2. Entanglement Classes
W states significantly outperform GHZ states. Specifically,
As said, among bipartite entangled states, there exists
if an accidental measurement occurs on one of the qubits of
a single class of maximally entangled ones, the Bell states.
a 3-qubit W state, it collapses in an unentangled state with
Conversely, among genuine tripartite entangled states, there
probability equal to 1∕3, while preserving maximal entanexist two classes of maximally entangled states: GHZ states
glement with probability equal to 2∕3. Conversely, any acand W states15 . Specifically, GHZ and W form two inequivacidental measurement completely erases any entanglement
lent classes according to the SLOCC criteria – namely, stochas- within a GHZ state, which collapses into a fully separable
tic local operations and classical communication – meaning
state. This behavior of W and GHZ states with reference to
that a GHZ state of three or even more qubits cannot be conthe persistence property can be generalized to n-qubit states.
verted to an equal-size W state [40] with classical commuIn particular, a 𝑛-qubit W state collapses into an unentannications only. Indeed, these two classes exhibit different
gled state with a probability linearly decreasing with 𝑛, and
properties and, therefore, they represent two different comequal to 1∕𝑛. The persistency property of W states makes
munication resources from a network perspective.
them robust against losses or accidental measurement of a
As an example, it is possible to transform a tripartite enqubit [41], whereas GHZ states are a reliable resource for
tangled state into a biseparable one through local operations,
generating EPR pairs.
as shown in Figure 5. To this regard, GHZ states are maxiBut further differences arise between GHZ and W states
mally connected16 , meaning that a maximally entangled pair
with reference to their robustness to different types of noise,
can be deterministically extracted from these states. Specifiwhen, as an example, these maximally entangled states are
cally, as shown in Figure 5, an EPR pair between two parties
exploited for teleporting quantum information. As reported
can be deterministically extracted from a 3-qubit GHZ by
in Table 2, GHZ states are more robust – namely, the fidelity
applying a Hadamard gate on the residual qubit, followed
of the teleported state is higher – to X-noise18 when comby a measurement in the computational basis. Conversely,
pared to W states. Conversely, the opposite holds for YW states are not maximally connected. Hence, although an
noise, whereas the impact of the Z-noise on GHZ and W
EPR pair can be extracted from a W state, the extraction is
states depends on the particulars of the acting noise [43].
inevitably probabilistic. More specifically, by measuring a
These radical differences between GHZ and W states requbit of a 3-qubit W state, an EPR pair is obtained with
flect into the different applications that these states natively
support. Specifically [44], GHZ states guarantee inherent
15
This classification can be extended to larger quantum
systems, although it becomes significantly more complex as
the number of subsystems increases, and it is not yet fully
understood [11].

With the first class named after Daniel Greenberger, Michael Horne
and Anton Zeilinger [38, 39], and the second class named after Wolfgang
Dür [40].
16 A state is maximally connected if, for any pair of qubits, there exists a
sequence of single-qubit measurements on the remaining qubits that, when
performed, guarantee that the pair ends up in a maximally entangled state
[36].
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17 There

exists different notions of persistency [41]. In agreement with
the notion of maximally connection, in the following the persistency of an
entangled state denotes the minimum number of qubits that need to be measured to guarantee that the resulting state is separable [36].
18 We refer the reader to [42] for a concise introduction to Pauli noises,
whereas [11] provides an in-depth treatise of the subject.
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Figure 5: Distillation of EPR pairs from GHZ and W states. Continuous line arrows denote transitions with a deterministic
outcome. Conversely, dotted line arrows denote transitions with probabilistic outcome.

EPR pair distillation

GHZ states

W states

Yes, deterministically

With probability decreasing with 2∕𝑛

No
1

With probability increasing with 𝑛
n-1

better
worse
parameter dependent

worse
better
parameter dependent

distributed consensus

leader election

Tolerance to loss
Persistency
Tolerance to

XY- noise
Z-

Representative application

Table 2
Maximally Entangled States: GHZ states versus W states. Within the table, 𝑛 denotes the
number of qubits of a GHZ or a W state, respectively.

symmetry among the measurements achievable by the different parties – i.e., either all zeros or ones – symmetry that
constitutes the natural substrate for applications aiming at
distributively achieving some consensus or some form of
synchronization among different nodes [45]. Conversely,
W states represent a valuable tool for breaking any symmetry among the different parties, hence enabling applications
based on leader election or distributed resource access.
It is worthwhile to conclude the subsection by mentioning that there exists (infinitely many) SLOCC entanglement
classes – beside the GHZ and W one – when it comes to
larger systems. As an example, a further known class of multipartite entangled states, providing an interesting resource
for quantum communication/computation [46, 47] within systems with four or more qubits, is given by cluster states.
Cluster states combine the properties of GHZ states and W
states [36], since they are maximally connected and with persistency linearly increasing with the number 𝑛 of qubits, being equal to 𝑛∕2 [41].

4.3. Entanglement Generation and Distribution
As mentioned in Section 4.2, EPR pairs can be obtained
from multipartite states through a proper sequence of local
J. Illiano, M. Caleffi, A. Manzalini, A. S. Cacciapuoti

operations assisted by classical communications19 . But the
reverse process – namely, obtaining a multipartite state such
as a GHZ by fusing multiple EPR pairs [48, 49, 50, 51] –
is possible as well. Regardless the particulars of the generation process, entanglement must be distributed among the
network nodes through quantum links. Unfortunately, the
rate for direct transmission of qubits – including entangled
states – over quantum links decays exponentially with the
distance [52, 53].
Thankfully, entanglement distribution over longer distances can be achieved through devices called quantum repeaters, namely, devices implementing the process called
entanglement swapping20 . In a nutshell, a quantum repeater
acts as intermediate node between source and destination,
splitting so the total distance into two smaller sub-links, as
shown in Figure 6. Entanglement is first distributed over
19 As instance, when an EPR pair is extracted from a GHZ state with the

process shown in Figure 5, the final state – either |Φ+ ⟩ or |Φ− ⟩ – depends
on the classical (1 bit) measurement output, which must be properly transmitted to the surviving entangled parties with classical communications.
20 Here, for the sake of simplicity, we limit our attention to the so-called
first generation of quantum repeaters based on entanglement swapping [54].
We refer the reader to [55] for an in-depth introduction to the different repeater generations.
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Figure 6: Entanglement swapping. By performing a Bell State Measurement (BSM) on the two qubits at its side – where each
qubit is part of an EPR pair shared with a different network node – the quantum repeater is able to entangle the two network
nodes, even though they are not directly interconnected by any quantum link nor they had any previous interaction or direct
communication. It is worthwhile to mention, though, that the entanglement swapping requires the output of the BSM – two
bits likewise quantum teleportation – must be transmitted from the repeater to at least one of the network nodes for properly
recovering the original entangled state [29].

the individual sub-links, so that one EPR pair is shared between source and repeater, and another EPR pair is shared
between repeater and destination. Then, through local operations at the repeater (and classical communications), the
entanglement is eventually distributed – i.e., swapped [56]
– between source and destination, by consuming – through
measurements at the repeater – the entanglement originally
distributed over the individual sub-links.
But further issues arise with entanglement generation
and distribution. Noise within generation and/or distribution process contributes to the generation of imperfect entangled states, with the imperfection usually reflecting in a nonmaximal entangled state that jeopardizes the performance of
the overlying communication protocols13 . During the last
years, different techniques for counteracting the noise effects on entanglement – such as entanglement distillation
and quantum error correction – have been developed. Entanglement distillation, also known as entanglement purification, consists in generating a single maximally entangled
state from multiple imperfect entangled states, and it has
been object of a large literature [57, 58, 59, 60]. Quantum
error correction techniques are generally based on spreading
the information of one qubit onto a highly entangled state of
multiple qubits [61, 62, 63], protecting so quantum information without violating the no-cloning theorem.

5. Beyond Physical Connectivity
As detailed in the previous section, entanglement exhibits unique unconventional characteristics, which give rise
to a different and wider concept of connectivity with respect
to classical networks.
J. Illiano, M. Caleffi, A. Manzalini, A. S. Cacciapuoti

5.1. Virtual Connectivity
In classical networks, a single concept of connectivity
arises, referred to as physical connectivity. Whenever there
exists a physical communication link21 between two nodes,
these nodes are defined "connected". And the successful
transmission of a classical message between these two nodes
requires at least one use of the physical communication link.
As a consequence, the successful transmission depends on
the instantaneous propagation conditions of the physical channel underlying the communication link. Stemming from these
considerations, the classical connectivity is physical since it
strictly depends on the physical channel.
Conversely, quantum teleportation enables the transmission of one qubit without any use of a quantum link. Specifically, as long as an entangled state – say an EPR pair for the
sake of simplicity – is shared between two nodes, they can
transmit a qubit regardless of the instantaneous conditions of
the underlying physical quantum channel. Remarkably, the
qubit transmission is still possible even if the nodes are not
anymore interconnected by a quantum link22 . In this sense,
we can say that entanglement enables a virtual quantum link,
and consequently the concept of virtual connectivity arises.
To better understand virtual connectivity, let us consider
two network nodes, physically connected by a quantum network infrastructure enabling the distribution of a shared en21 Obviously, the definition of physical connectivity can be easily extended to a multi-hop route constituted by several communication links.
22 It is worthwhile to note that, thanks to the deferred measurement principle [11, 29, 64], the transmissions of the two classical bits – and the subsequent post-processing at the destination needed for performing a teleporting operation – can be delayed at any convenient time. Accordingly, in this
section we focus on the peculiar connectivity characteristics arising with
quantum entanglement.
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Figure 7: Visual representation of the dynamics of entanglement-enabled virtual connectivity between two arbitrary network
nodes. Time evolves along the horizontal axis, with vertical arrows denoting the occurrence of an event. The virtual link is
connected after the successful distribution of the entanglement, and it remains in such a state until entanglement is consumed.

tangled state. Before the successful generation and distribution of an entangled resource, the two nodes might23 be
physically connected, but the virtual link enabled by entanglement is disconnected. Hence, the communication might
take place only through direct transmission, according to the
physical graph. However, once entanglement is actually distributed at both sides, a virtual link is created and, hence,
the two nodes are virtually connected. Such a virtual connectivity can be exploited by the nodes to fulfill a communication need24 .. As said before, the virtual connectivity is
not affected by the instantaneous conditions of the physical channel underlying the quantum link, as long as a maximally entangled state has been shared13 . Conversely, the
virtual connectivity is affected by the decoherence process
as well as by any use of the shared entangled resource. In
fact, entanglement-based communication protocols – such
as the quantum teleportation process – destroy the entanglement and, hence, a new entangled state must be generated and distributed so that the virtual connectivity can be
restored.
This dynamic nature of the virtual connectivity enabled
by entanglement is depicted in Figure 7. Within the figure,
the time is organized in rounds – namely, temporal intervals
– describing the two key events ruling virtual connectivity:
entanglement generation/distribution and entanglement depletion. The 𝑖-th round starts at time 𝑡𝑒𝑖 , with the successful
(generation and) distribution of an entangled resource between the nodes, and it concludes at time 𝑡𝑑𝑖 , when entanglement is consumed by the considered entangled-based protocol. Within each round, the nodes are virtually connected
by sharing an entangled resource. This holds regardless of
the variability of the physical quantum channel underlying
the considered quantum link. Conversely, once the entanglement is destroyed, the nodes becomes virtually discon23 Indeed, a direct quantum link between the two nodes is not mandatory
for distributing entanglement, as instance when the entanglement generation functionality is located at mid-point [2] or, as discussed in Section 5.2,
when the entanglement is swapped at some intermediate nodes.
24 We note that the exploitation of the virtual connectivity goes behind
the “transmission" of the informational qubit via teleporting, since it, as instance, redefines the same concept of neighbor nodes. This profound impact
on the network stack is further investigated in Section 7
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nected until another entanglement resource is successfully
generated and distributed.
In this context, it is clear that the strategy adopted for the
distribution of the entanglement impacts on the virtual connectivity. Specifically, regardless the physical mechanisms
and the different schemes that can be adopted for the generation of the entanglement – which are not the focus of this survey – there exist two different strategies for the entanglement
distribution from a network engineering prospective: proactive or reactive. As illustrated in Figure 7, proactive strategies aim at early distribution of entanglement resources –
ideally, with a new generation process starting as soon as the
entanglement resource is depleted – whereas reactive strategies aim at on-the-fly distribution of entanglement, with a
new generation process starting on demand, when needed.
The choice between the two different strategies has a large
impact on network design, somehow similarly to the choice
between connection-oriented or connectionless services for
classical networks. Indeed, as we will discuss in Section 7.5
and Section 7.9, the two approaches radically influence the
quantum network functionalities.

5.2. Augmented Connectivity
As described in Section 4.3, entanglement distribution
over long distances can be achieved though swapping operations at quantum repeaters [55], which distribute entanglement among remote nodes. In this sense, entanglement
swapping generalizes the virtual connectivity concept, described in the previous section, to multi-hop scenarios. Such
an extension is referred to as augmented connectivity [65] to
stress the capability to overcome the limitation of the physical connectivity, bounded by the physical distance among
the network nodes, by enabling a direct virtual link between
remote un-connected nodes.
These concepts of virtual and augmented connectivity
redefine the same notion of network topology, usually modeled through a graph 𝐺 = (, ) where  denotes the set of
vertices representing the network nodes and  denotes the
set of edges representing the communication links between
the nodes. To better understand this key aspect, let us consider the simple example represented in Figure 8.
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(a) Physical Graph, representing the physical connectivity within
the network. In the example, Nodes 𝑁3 and 𝑁6 are connected by a
physical communication link.

(b) Virtual Graph, representing the virtual connectivity within the
network. In the example, although node 𝑁6 is physically connected
to 𝑁3 , it does not belong to the virtual graph as it does not share
an EPR pair. Hence, the virtual link between 𝑁3 and 𝑁6 is disconnected.

(c) Augmented Graph obtained through entanglement swapping.
In the example, nodes 𝑁1 and 𝑁7 are directly connected by an augmented virtual link, although they are not connected in the physical
graph nor in the virtual graph.
.

(d) On-Demand Graph obtained through multipartite entanglement. In the example, an EPR pair can be obtained on-demand
between any node pair among nodes 𝑁8 , 𝑁11 and 𝑁12 .

Figure 8: Graphical representation of the different types of connectivity arising with entanglement.

Specifically, as in classical networks, it is possible to
consider the physical graph, depicted in Figure 8a, which
accounts for the physical links interconnecting the network
nodes. In the physical graph, two nodes are connected if
there exists a physical link interconnecting them. Hence,
the physical connectivity concept introduced in Section 5.1
is visually represented within the physical graph.
In addition and differently from classical networks, it is
possible also consider the virtual graph, depicted in Figure 8b, which accounts for the virtual links enabled by entanglement. In the virtual graph, two nodes are virtual connected whenever they share an EPR pair25 . Hence, before
any successful entanglement (generation and) distribution,
the nodes are only physically connected according to the
physical graph. After the generation and distribution of EPR
pairs the nodes become virtually connected, by extending
25 The

case of multipartite entanglement is discussed in Section 5.3.
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the connectivity capabilities. With the depletion of an EPR
pair, the corresponding virtual link is broken and it does not
belong anymore to the virtual graph. Such a virtual link remains disconnected until the next successful generation and
distribution of entanglement. Thus, the dynamic nature of
the virtual connectivity is mapped on the virtual graph. In
this regard, the adopted entanglement distribution strategy –
proactive vs reactive, as discussed in Section 5.1 – has a deep
impact on the temporal dynamics of the virtual graph and,
thus, on the entanglement-based protocols. Proactive strategies aim at generating a new virtual link as soon as entanglement is depleted. Hence, virtual graph dynamics mainly
depend on the time required to generate and distribute entanglement, which is highly influenced by the underlying hardware. Differently, if a reactive strategy is adopted, the dynamics of the virtual graph depends also on other factors,
such as the entanglement request patterns that in turn dePage 13 of 25
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(a) Example of the overall network graph accounting for virtual,
augmented and on-demand connectivity, at a certain time instant.

(b) Example of the dynamics of the overall network graph induced
by EPR distillation at node 𝑁4 , entanglement swapping at nodes
𝑁7 , 𝑁9 , 𝑁10 , 𝑁12 , and entanglement merging at node 𝑁5 .
.

Figure 9: Evolution of the network graph due to the dynamic changes enabled by the entanglement. By comparing Figure 9a
and Figure 9b, it is evident that the number, the characteristics and the node identities of the virtual links are notably different,
as a consequence of some LOCC operations, such as entanglement swapping, merging and distillation.

pends on the particulars of the entanglement-based protocol.
To visualize the connectivity beyond the scope spanned
by the physical graph and the virtual graph, the augmented
graph can be considered as depicted in Figure 8c. This graph
accounts for the augmented connectivity enabled by entanglement swapping. In the augmented graph, two remote nodes
are directly connected with an augmented virtual link whenever they share an EPR pair, distributed to the nodes via entanglement swapping procedures at the intermediate nodes.
Similar considerations made for the dynamic nature of the
virtual graph hold also for the augmented graph as consequence of the depletion of the EPR pairs. However, the process to restore the augmented virtual link after the ERP depletion is more complex 26 and fragile since multiple EPR
pairs need to be generated and distributed across the network.
Despite this, it is crucial from a network perspective to
stress that the augmented connectivity redefines the same
concept of “neighborhood”. In fact, two nodes can be “neighbors" in the augmented graph whenever they are directly
connected by an augmented link, even though they are physically remote located. This new concept of neighborhood has
no counterpart in the classical network, and it deeply impact
the design of the protocol stack, as discussed in Section 7.

5.3. On-Demand Connectivity
In the previous subsections, we restricted our attention
to bipartite entanglement. However, the aforementioned discussion can be extended and empowered by considering mul26 In fact, it requires synchronization, coordination and signaling – with
an interplay between classical and quantum networks – among remote
nodes, as discussed in Section 7.
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tipartite entanglement. Accordingly, in this subsection we
focus on multipartite entanglement by first considering a repeaterless (single-hop) scenario. Then, at the end of this subsection, we broad our discussion by considering multi-hop scenarios.
As described in the previous subsections, with the generation and distribution of an EPR pair, a direct point-topoint link is created between a given pair of nodes, regardless of the physical topology. As a consequence, an EPR
pair enables a half-duplex unicast channel between these two
nodes. It is worth to highlight that the identities of the two
entangled nodes are fixed a-priori during the distribution process. Hence, an EPR can be seen in this perspective as a
dedicated resource.
When it comes to multipartite entanglement, the connectivity enriches its features. Specifically, multipartite entangled states allow the distillation of multiple27 EPR pairs, enabling so multiple unicast channels between disjoint pairs of
nodes. Since the identities of the entangled nodes can be
chosen on-demand, according to the communication needs,
the concept of on-demand connectivity emerges. In this light,
by accounting for the no-broadcasting theorem – which prevents from broadcasting an unknown quantum state to two
or more receivers – multipartite entanglement seems reminiscent of multipoint channels, but in the broad sense of
allowing the dynamic selection of the point-to-point links
throughout the distillation of EPR pairs.
To visualize the aforementioned concept, the on-demand
graph depicted in Figure 8d can be considered. This graph
accounts for the on-demand virtual links enabled by multi27 As

instance, 1D cluster state of size 3𝑛 - 1 allows the extraction of 𝑛
EPR pairs between nearest neighbors [66].
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partite entanglement. Clearly, within the on-demand graph,
three or more nodes are connected if they share a multipartite entangled state. As an example, in Figure 8b nodes 𝑁11
and 𝑁12 belong to the same physical graph but they are not
physical neighbor neither virtual neighbors, as they do not
share an EPR pair. They might become augmented neighbors if node 𝑁8 acts as repeater by performing entanglement swapping. However, in such a case the identities of the
virtual neighbors are fixed a-priori and they cannot change.
Conversely, in Figure 8d, the nodes 𝑁11 , 𝑁8 and 𝑁12 share
a genuine tripartite entangled state, and thus a half-duplex
unicast channel can be activated between any pair of this
triplet – either 𝑁8 -𝑁11 , 𝑁8 -𝑁12 or 𝑁11 -𝑁12 – by distilling
– on-demand according to the instantaneous communication
needs – a proper EPR pair from the multipartite state.
In this light, EPR pairs can be regarded as dedicated
communication resources, while multipartite entangled states
as shared communication resources. It must be noted, though,
that multipartite entanglement requires further coordination
and signaling among the entangled nodes – when compared
to EPR pairs shared between two nodes – in order to distill
a virtual link on-demand. This difference has an important
impact on the design of quantum communication protocols.
The above analysis can be broaden to multi-hop scenarios, by considering entanglement swapping applied to multipartite entangled states. Specifically, entanglement swapping over multipartite entangled states can be achieved using
two-dimensional quantum repeaters [67]. Such a process enables long distance distribution of multipartite states [68],
as well as the merging of disjoint multipartite states [66,
68, 69]. Not all the possible multipartite entangled states
are proven to be successfully distributed over long distances
through quantum repeaters. Hence, there exist constraints
on efficiency and probability of successful generation, distribution, or merging of multipartite entangled states [68, 70].
Despite this, on-demand connectivity augmented by swapping and merging procedures enriches the dynamism of the
graph underlined in the previous subsections. To visualize
the dynamic nature of the network graph, a simple example
is provided in Figure 9. Specifically, Figure 9a represents
the network graph in a generic time instant, whereas Figure 9b shows the variations of the graph induced by some
LOCC operations at the different nodes, such as entanglement swapping and measurements. It is evident that the number and features of the links as well as the identities of the
connected nodes are profound different.
This high dynamism enabled by the entanglement has no
counterpart in classical world and it must be properly taken
into account during the design of the network functionalities
of the Quantum Internet protocol stack.

6. Quantum Internet Protocol Stack:
State-of-the-Art
Stemming from the knowledge gained through the previous sections, we now overview the literature, by describing the main available contributions for the Quantum InterJ. Illiano, M. Caleffi, A. Manzalini, A. S. Cacciapuoti

net protocol stack. Specifically, we focus on three proposals, reshaped through several papers spanning several years,
which represent the most comprehensive state-of-the-art so
far. Such an overview is preliminary for allowing the reader
to better grasp current open problems and required efforts
toward an effective and complete Quantum Internet protocol
stack.

6.1. Van Meter et al.
The first comprehensive28 attempt toward the design of
the Quantum Internet protocol stack, by Van Meter et al.,
started in 2009 and then successively improved. The proposal is based on EPR pairs [74, 75], and it is summarized
in Figure 10. The stack is mainly built upon two protocols,
namely, entanglement purification and entanglement swapping, which are recursively applied through the entire stack
composed by five main layers.
The first layer is the physical entanglement layer, responsible for generating entangled states among directly connected
nodes. Specifically, the physical entanglement layer is mainly
reduced to the physical generation of EPR pairs through laser
pulses, with multiple EPR pairs generated for each couple of
adjacent nodes. Then, the link entanglement control layer is
in charge of managing the EPR pairs, by selecting the entangled qubit to be used at each end of the link and by reporting
the result of the entanglement generation attempt to the involved nodes. These two layers operate only on single-hop
links. The third layer is the error management layer, which
performs entanglement purification through a specific protocol called purification control (PC). This protocol aims at selecting the EPR pairs to be used during the entanglement purification process. The next layer is the quantum state propagation layer, which is responsible for managing the EPR
pairs and the swapping operations through the entanglement
swapping control (ESC) protocol. According to this model,
many rounds of PC and ESC can be performed recursively
over muli-hop routes, whit the route constituted by a power
of 2 number of links. The recursion stops when an end-toend entanglement between the desired nodes and with the
desired fidelity is obtained. Finally, the application layer
determines when an end-to-end link is required and which
quantum state to teleport.
Overall, this protocol stack is designed with the perspective of adopting the first generation of quantum repeaters
[55], namely, quantum repeaters based on entanglement swapping and entanglement purification. It should be noted that
the proposed recursive approach has been further elaborated
by introducing the concept of the so-called quantum recursive network architecture (QRNA) [76]. The recursive architecture abstracts different subnetworks as virtual individual
nodes, and it unifies software layering with the aim of interconnecting different networks through recursive calls of the
two main protocols, entanglement purification and entanglement swapping. Recently, in [77] Van Meter et al. extended
the protocol stack by focusing on the issues of synchroniza28 With less exhaustive attempts dating back to late nineties early twothousands [71, 72, 73].
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Figure 10: Joint representation of the main contributions toward the Quantum Internet protocol stack: Van Meter et al.’s model
(left), Wehner et al.’s model (center) and Dür et al.’s model (right).

tion and signaling among quantum nodes, whereas in [9] Van
Meter et al. focused on the higher layers from a quantum
network services perspective, by defining quantum sockets.

6.2. Wehner et al.
In [78, 79, 80] Wehner et al. propose a layered model
for quantum networks, based on bipartite entanglement. In
these works, the authors focus mainly on functionalities and
protocols belonging to the lowest layers, namely, the physical and the link layers, characterized by being tailored for
specific hardware. Subsequently, in [81] the link layer is revised for enabling the upper layers of the protocol stack to be
independent from the underlying physical implementation,
broadly referred to as platform.
As represented in Figure 10, the protocol stack is organized into five layers. The first layer, i.e., the physical
layer, attempts to generate entanglement between two nodes
in well defined time slots. To this aim, a protocol called Midpoint Heralding Protocol (MHP) is exploited. MHP polls the
upper layer, namely, the link layer, to determine whether the
entanglement generation is required or not in a given time
slot. The physical layer is also responsible for managing
synchronization. Immediately above, the link layer is responsible for robust entanglement generation. To this aim,
the Quantum Entanglement Generation Protocol (QEGP) is
exploited. QEGP receives from the higher layer an entanglement request associated with several parameters – such
as remote node ID, number of entangled pairs, minimum
fidelity, request type, measurement basis – and it gives instructions to the underneath protocol. Additionally, the link
layer can request the physical layer to perform different operations – such as initializing or measuring a qubit – through
specific commands. Indeed, within the link layer, the socalled Hardware Abstraction Layer is responsible for translating commands and outcomes between the physical layer
and the rest of the protocol stack. HAL constitutes a first
proposal for abstracting the network protocols from the particulars of the specific physical hardware implementations.
J. Illiano, M. Caleffi, A. Manzalini, A. S. Cacciapuoti

The network layer is responsible for producing long-distance
entanglement – which may be achieved by means of entanglement swapping – using the link layer functionalities. The
network layer contains also an entanglement manager that
keeps track of entanglement resources within the network.
Finally, the transport layer transmits the qubits – by using for
example teleportation – according to the application layer
requests.

6.3. Dür et al.
Differently from the other two considered proposals, the
quantum network stack proposed in [82] by Dür et al. is
based on multipartite entangled states, which are manipulated29 to fulfill the node requests. More into detail, the
authors assume that the network evolves according to three
phases: dynamic, static and adaptive. During the dynamic
phase, the entanglement is generated and distributed among
the nodes. Once this phase is completed, the network nodes
share some entangled quantum states, resulting so in a phase
that is static from the entanglement perspective. Finally, during the adaptive phase, the entangled states are manipulated
to either fulfill the nodes requests or face with failures of devices in the network.
Stemming from these phases, the authors propose to organize the protocol stack in four layers, as shown in Figure 10. The physical layer roughly maps to the quantum
physical channels, such as optical fibers or free-space optical channels, connecting the network devices. Differently
from Van Meter’s proposal, it is responsible not only for the
distribution of entangled states but also for the direct transmission of the quantum particles encoding the informational
qubits over the channel, without applying any error correction or entanglement distillation mechanisms. Furthermore,
such a layer is responsible for interfacing different physical
channels with the memory and data qubits30 and/or different
29 For further details on the design of the initial multipartite states to be
manipulated for fulfilling the communication demands, we refer the reader
to [66].
30 We refer the reader to [5, 10] for further details about memory and
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transmissions strategies. The connectivity layer establishes
long-distance entanglement through quantum repeaters, and
it exploits entanglement distillation protocols. In particular,
this layer is responsible for handling the errors arising from
the quantum channel imperfections. The link layer provides
different services, depending on the current network phase.
On one hand, during the dynamic phase, it is responsible for
generating multipartite entangled states, distributed among
the nodes of the network, by exploiting the services provided by the connectivity layer. On the other hand, during
the adaptive phase, it is responsible for generating arbitrary
graph states between clients, according to their requests. Finally, the highest layer, i.e., the network layer, is responsible for establishing inter-network entanglement – namely, of
entangling nodes belonging to different quantum networks
– through network devices called quantum routers. In addition, each layer above the physical one has access to auxiliary protocols for entanglement distillation, for performing
entanglement swapping and for monitoring the internal state
of the network.
Within the above framework, in [83] the authors updated
their proposal with a genuine quantum network model. This
model couples the target state – the entangled state to be generated to fulfill the requests – with a quantum control register. The quantum control register is a multiqubits quantum
state that encodes the task to be performed, e.g. measure
or transmit. With more details, according to the value of
the quantum control register, the given task is whether performed or not.

6.4. Model Comparison
Here, we first discuss the key features of the three considered models, and then we try to provide a schematic comparison from a perspective focused on the entanglement role
and peculiarities.
The distinguishing feature of Dür’s model is that, differently from Van Meter’s and Wehner’s architectures, it remarkably proposes to exploit multipartite entanglement due
to its potentiality to significantly increase the network performance. Although Van Meter et al. recognized the need
of exploiting multipartite entangled states for the Quantum
Internet design [9, 76], it is important to underline that Dür’s
proposal is the first explicitly conceived to achieve this goal.
Clearly, further research is needed for properly analyzing the
impact and the trade-offs arising with the adoption of multipartite entanglement.
Van Meter’s model exhibits the remarkable feature of
recognizing that entanglement – as carefully discussed in
Section 5 – has a profound impact on the entire network
stack, since it redefines the same concept of connectivity.
Accordingly, it proposes a recursive approach to account for
the inter-layer effects resulting from the dynamic changes induced by entanglement within the network topology. Clearly,
further research is needed, since Van Meter’s proposal somehow depends on a specific architecture, namely, entanglement purification based-quantum repeater networks. Indeed,
data qubits.
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Van Meter’s model was among the first proposals, at early
stages of the Quantum Internet conceptualization, and yet
it is still solid in its contributions. In fact, even if different quantum repeater generations have been proposed since
then [55], Van Meter’s model may be partially integrated in
a more general model as recognized by Dür et al. [82].
Wehner’s model exhibits the remarkably feature of being the first attempt to harness the need of inter-operability
among different hardware implementations – which represents an urgent-yet-to-be-solved requirement arising from both
standardization organizations and industries as discussed in
Section 7.8 – through the abstraction provided by HAL sublayer. Nevertheless, further research is needed, since Wehner’s
model depends on some specific assumptions, such as tailoring the different layers for quantum teleportation, which
constitutes only a specific type of quantum communication
protocol.
Despite these specific peculiarities, all the three models
recognize entanglement as the key resource of the Quantum Internet. To this aim, Van Meter’s model propose a
clear distinction [84] between layers distributing entanglement: i) host-to-host, through single hops, ii) through multihop routes, among intermediate nodes, and iii) end-to-end,
as shown in Figure 10. Although this classification cannot
be precisely applied to the layers of the others two models, we can recognize that the lowest two layers of Wehner’s
proposal aim at distributing entanglement on single hops,
whereas the network layer seems providing functionalities
acting on both intermediate and end nodes. Similarly to
Wehner’s, Dür’s model envision a physical layer focusing on
single hop entanglement. However, both the two upper layers provide services laying at the intersection between different classes. More into detail, the link layer distributes multipartite entanglement among the nodes of the network, for
this it entails operations on both end and intermediate nodes.
Similarly, the connectivity layer acts on single hop links as
well as on intermediate nodes. Indeed, the connectivity layer
is responsible for establishing long-distance entanglement.
However, its main purpose is to fulfill the link layer requests
by manipulating the entangled distributed state generated by
the underlying physical layer. For this – by remarking that
our effort is to find implicit similarities among different models – we didn’t classify it as end-to-end.
Furthermore, for the comparison purpose, we consider
an additional classification, which arises by considering whether
a layer provides intra-network or inter-network functionalities, namely, whether a layer explicitly provides services
aiming at interconnecting different, independently operated
networks. This distinction is proposed in Dür model [82], by
defining nodes as belonging to the same network when they
share the same initial multipartite state. Clearly, this classification can not be applied to Van Meter’s and Wehner’s
models, being both designed by focusing on bipartite entanglement only. Nevertheless, we may extend the classification to Wehner’s model – although not explicitly mentioned
within the proposal – by exploiting the concept of hardware
abstraction. Accordingly, we can define as network a set of
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Figure 11: Simplistic scheme of the parallelism between classical communication community expertise and open issues for the design of the Quantum Internet. With the classical
protocol stack, we represent the specific classical functionalities the reader may recognize
him/her-self as an expert in. With the orange squares, we denote the open issues described
in the current section. With this figure, our intent is to connect the topic of the open
issues with the topics classically assigned to the correspondent communication expertise.
Although there exists no univocal mapping between quantum network functionalities and
classical network functionalities, we try to visualize a rough association between the two.
Stemming from this representation, it is clear that a joint effort is needed. Indeed, each
open issue spreads among several layers, as result of the wider effects of the quantum
phenomena and principles over the entire protocol stack. It is worth to underline that,
with the current section, we present main open issues arising from the study of the Stateof-the-Art and the features of quantum information and entanglement with a focus on the
lowest layers.

nodes sharing the same hardware platform. Stemming from
this, the physical part of the link layer in Wehner’s model
lies in the intra-network classification due to the presence
of HAL, which is in charge for the decoupling of the upper
layers of the protocol stack from the underlying specific architecture. Clearly, the upper layers provide inter-network
services. This extension could be also applied to Van Meter’s model by exploiting the concept of quantum recursive
network architecture. Accordingly, heterogeneous networks
could be interconnected through recursive calls to proper
protocols [76]. However, this possible extension to the internetwork functionalities has not been represented in Figure 10
since they are not explicitly mentioned within the proposal.
Finally, we observe that, among the EPR-based models, there is a clear boundary between the layers implementing quantum communications – physical entanglement layer
in Van Meter’s model [84] and physical layer in Wehner’s
model [81] – and layers that only exploit local operation and
classical communications. This boundary cannot be explicitly drawn in the Dür et al.’s model.

7. Open Issues and Research Directions
Stemming from the analysis carried out in the previous
sections, it is evident that significant research efforts are still
required and pivotal open issue are yet to be solved for an
effective design of the Quantum Internet protocol stack. AcJ. Illiano, M. Caleffi, A. Manzalini, A. S. Cacciapuoti

cordingly, in the following we overview some main open issues that need yet to be addressed and we provide key research directions, with the hope that the reader may recognize topics where he/she could contribute with his/her expertise as illustrated in Figure 11.

7.1. Latency and Synchronization
As mentioned in Section 3, the decoherence process imposes strong temporal constraints on quantum information
and quantum entanglement. Furthermore and somehow even
more compelling from a network design perspective, entanglement generation schemes usually require a tight synchronization between the network nodes. As instance, generation schemes might require the generation of perfectly indistinguishable photons in different degrees of freedom [3],
and this often includes their temporal profile and/or their
arrival time, which must match with temporal magnitude
in the order of nanoseconds [85]. Whenever these temporal constraints are not satisfied, the entanglement generation irreversibly fails. However, it must be noted that these
timing requirements unfortunately exceed current Internet
performance, and it is yet to be determined whether they
might be satisfied by ongoing research efforts toward lowlatency communications [86]. Furthermore, synchronization within the Quantum Internet is likely a problem that can
not be restricted to the layer(s) responsible for entanglement
generation, but it encompasses the whole quantum protocol
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stack. As a pivotal example, we mention quantum repeaters
based on entanglement swapping, where tight synchronization among remote nodes is mandatory [87, 88].

a quantum network. Specifically, given that entanglement
represents the key resource of the Quantum Internet, its generation rate plays a pivotal role in performance assessing
[91, 92, 93, 94]. However, due to the inevitable interac7.2. Signaling
tions with the external environment, there exists a loss of
Entanglement generation does not require only tight synentanglement between the entangled entities as time passes.
chronization between network nodes, but it also depends on
Hence, any quantum metric must explicitly account for the
proper signaling among different network entities. As an exdecoherence effects [90]. Furthermore, the mechanisms unample, let us consider generation schemes based on atoms in
derlying the entanglement generation are complex stochasoptical cavities [89, 90]. Here, quantum nodes are equipped
tic physical phenomena with no counterpart in the classical
with memory qubits, physically constituted by an atom surnetworks, and likely yet to be understood. Hence, an interrounded by two cavities: an heralding cavity and a telecomdisciplinary effort is needed to identify the parameters that
wavelength entangling cavity. The heralding cavity is rebest characterize the performance at each layer of a quantum
sponsible for detecting the entanglement generation, whereas
protocol stack.
the entangling cavity is responsible for coupling the telecomAnother key dimension affecting the performance of a
wavelength photon to the mode of a single-mode optical telequantum network, with no counterpart in the classical netcom fiber. The atoms are individually excited by laser pulses,
works, is represented by the number of communication qubits
which enable the entanglement between the atom and a telecom- [10, 95] available at the network nodes. More into detail, enwavelength photon. Once an atom-photon entanglement is
tanglement distribution among network nodes requires that
locally generated at each node, an atom-atom entanglement
at least one qubit at each processor, referred to as communibetween two adjacent nodes is generated by entanglement
cation qubit, must be reserved for storing the entangled state.
swapping through an optical BSM of the two photons. The
Clearly, the more communication qubits are available within
physical mechanisms underlying entanglement generation are a network node, the more entanglement resource is available
intrinsically stochastic. Hence, a generation event can ocat that node, with an obvious positive effect on entanglement
cur only when both the heralding cavities at the two adjarate achievable by that node. But the more communication
cent nodes click. Otherwise, a new generation attempt must
qubits are available, the less resources – i.e., data qubits – are
be performed. In any case, the two network nodes must
available for quantum computing [65]. Indeed, the optimizaexchange proper signaling for acknowledging the heralded
tion between communications and data qubits represents an
event or for agreeing on a new generation attempt. Furtherinteresting yet unaddressed open problem.
more, since the traveling photons might be absorbed on the
route to the BSM, additional signaling must be sent back
7.4. Medium Access and Broadcasting
from the BSM to each node for acknowledging the arrival
As discussed in Section 5, entanglement enables virtual
of the photons. But signaling is not only limited to entanglequantum links interconnecting the entangled nodes, regardment generation: it represents an essential requirement for
less of the underlying physical connectivity. However, the
the utilization of entanglement resources as well. As a pivaccess to the virtual link – namely, the utilization of the
otal example, we highlight the transmission of the two clasentanglement as resource – must be carefully coordinated
sical bits required for performing a quantum teleportation
among the entangled nodes, given that any uncoordinated
process. Furthermore, classical signaling is also needed for
action from one of the entangled nodes would result into the
distilling EPR pairs from multipartite entanglement as well
irreversible corruption of the entangled resource.
as for the reverse task, i.e., generating multipartite entangleAs instance, let us focus on the simplest form of enment from EPR pairs.
tangled resource constituted by an EPR pair. Each entanAs a matter of fact, nowadays signaling is mainly envigled node can take advantage of the entanglement – e.g., for
sioned as classical messages propagating through the clastransmitting a quantum state through quantum teleportation
sical Internet and enabling some basic functionalities of the
– as long as it coordinates with the other node [96]. Consequantum networks [10]. Whether quantum signaling could
quently, whether both the two nodes simultaneously decide
provide advantages over classical signaling for enabling quan- to exploit the EPR pair, a proper Entanglement Access Contum or classical network functionalities remain an unexplored
trol (EAC) protocol – with a goal reminiscent of medium ac– yet interesting – research direction.
cess control (MAC) protocols in classical networks – must
be in place for resolving any resource conflict. For the design
7.3. Metrics
of such an EAC, a significant research effort is still required,
As we will discuss in detail in Section 7.6, when it comes
with the interplay between classical signaling and quantum
to entanglement there exists a strict interplay between classignaling yet to be explored and understood. Additionally,
sical and quantum communications, which must be properly
it is worthwhile to mention that the challenges arising with
taken into account for designing effective quantum metrics.
such a design might become even harder with multiparty enAs instance, the classical signaling needed for generating
tanglement, since the larger is the set of entangled nodes, the
and/or using entangled resources is limited by the classihigher is the (temporal and signaling) overhead for coordical bit throughput [64]. But bit throughput measures only
nating their access to the resource.
one of the different dimensions affecting the performance of
J. Illiano, M. Caleffi, A. Manzalini, A. S. Cacciapuoti
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A different issue – yet still related to the functionalities
classically assigned to the data link layer – arises with broadcasting. Specifically, classical networks deeply rely on the
possibility of simultaneously transmitting a classical message to all the nodes belonging to the same physical network portion, with pivotal examples represented by Address
Resolution Protocol (ARP) and Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP). When it comes to the Quantum Internet, however, the no-broadcasting theorem prevents from
broadcasting an unknown quantum state to two or more receivers. This difference between classical and quantum message must be underlined, although whether broadcasting an
unknown quantum message be a needed functionality of the
Quantum Internet is yet to be determined.

7.5. Networking
Clearly, as for the classical Internet, the Quantum Internet should rely on some networking functionalities such
as path discovery and forwarding. But these functionalities
must be designed to account for the peculiarities of the entanglement as communication resource.
Indeed, part of these functionalities can be carried out
through classical networks by existing protocols. As instance,
neighbor discovery – used by network nodes to gather information about the physical connectivity – could be accomplished by resorting to classical protocols. However, as widely
described in Sec.5, the concept of virtual connectivity – including its variations such as the augmented and on-demand
connectivity – arises with entanglement. Whether existing
neighbor discovery algorithms can be employed for virtual
neighbor discovery – and how the physical neighbor discovery should interacts with the virtual one – is yet to be determined. Indeed, not only the virtual connectivity dynamics
are intrinsically different from the ones arising with physical connectivity – as described in Section 5 – but when it
comes to multipartite entanglement the concept of neighborhood evolves from a binary question – "is a certain node one
of my neighbors?" – to a more complex question, including
at the very least the discovery of the identities of all the entangled nodes.
Furthermore, both physical and virtual neighbor discoveries play a pivotal role for the deign of routing services such
as path discovery and path forwarding. Here, the first step
is to identify, within the quantum network infrastructure responsible for the distribution of shared entangled states, at
least a physical quantum path between source and destination. This quantum path must be augmented by a classical
path, so that quantum nodes can exchange proper classical
signaling as discussed in Section 7.2. In this regard, one
should argue that physical connectivity enables direct communications between neighbor nodes, whereas quantum repeaters and entanglement swapping extend the spatial domain of the virtual connectivity, enabling direct communications between nodes that may be topologically remote. However, virtual connectivity should not be considered as the
main connectivity, as well as neither physical and virtual
connectivity should be considered as mutually exclusive strateJ. Illiano, M. Caleffi, A. Manzalini, A. S. Cacciapuoti

gies. On the contrary, they are strictly correlated and path
discovery should be able to evaluate – case by case – whether
entanglement-based communications outperform direct dispatch, where quantum information is directly transmitted through
the physical quantum channel31 .
Another open issue related to the networking functionalities arise with the interplay between entanglement generation and routing. Specifically, as discussed in Section 5,
there exit two different approaches for entanglement generation, namely, proactive vs on reactive. Proactive strategies
aim at early distribution of entanglement resources – ideally,
with a new generation process starting as soon as the entanglement resource is depleted – whereas reactive strategies
aim at on-the-fly distribution of entanglement, with a new
generation process starting on demand when needed. The
choice between the two different strategies has a deep impact
on the routing functionalities design, where a similar classification between proactive routing – where the best path between any source-destination pair is proactively discovered
– and reactive routing – where the path is discovered ondemand, when a packet is ready to be transmitted to the destination – exists. As an example, both neighbor discovery and
path discovery are directly influenced by the entanglement
generation strategy. With a proactive generation strategy,
each possible virtual link is re-generated and re-distributed,
regardless from the specific node requests. Hence – with
the exception of the (mandatory) time required to generate
and distribute entanglement, during which the link is disconnected – each virtual link belongs to the virtual graph. As
a consequence, the neighbor discovery downgrades to simply detecting whether the virtual link is either connected or
disconnected, and the path discovery downgrades to select
the nodes to perform for example entanglement swapping or
merging procedures. Indeed, it must be observed that entanglement swapping and multipartite entanglement can provide additional dynamics within the virtual graph. However,
any additional link arising from augmented or on-demand
connectivity would be obtained at the price of consuming at
least two virtual links. Hence, the number of nodes as well
as the number of links of the virtual graph does not increase.
Differently, with a reactive entanglement generation strategy, the virtual graph evolves in time, according to the node
requests. This in turn has a direct impact on the complexity
of path discovery functionalities. And it requires powerful
neighbor discovery strategies, able to face with the induced
dynamics of the virtual graph.
But the interplay between entanglement generation and
routing strategy is yet to be understood. As instance, the
shorter is the coherent time of the underlying quantum hardware, the likely a reactive entanglement generation strategy
could be preferred over proactive generation. However, with
short coherent times, reactive routing – where the on-demand
discovery of the quantum path between source and destination introduces additional delays – might not represent the
preferred routing strategy.
31 With some quantum error correction strategy adopted for protecting
quantum information from noise.
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7.6. Quantum Internet vs Classical Internet

fied interface to each layer of the quantum protocol stack as
illustrated in Figure 12 and referred to as classical-quantum
Regardless the ongoing research efforts, we are still far
interface. Clearly, with this solution further issues arise:
from having a complete and univocal layered model for the
should we exploit and adapt existing classical functionalQuantum Internet. In fact, the unconventional peculiarities
ities to implement quantum cross-layering, or do we need
of quantum information and entanglement as a communito design these functionalities from scratch? Another solucation resource make difficult drawing a clear connection
tion – complimentary to the first one and mandatory whether
between quantum and classical network functionalities. Incross-layer interactions should require exchange of quantum
deed, the consequences of the new concept of connectivity
information – is to explicitly embed, within the same Quan– as well as the unconventional phenomena characterizing
tum internet protocol stack, cross-layer interactions among
quantum mechanics – completely twist the fundamental asthe quantum layers.
sumptions of several layers. For this, a one-to-one mapping
between the layers of classical protocol stack and those of
7.7. Quantum Addressing and Quantum Path
the Quantum Internet protocol stack seems hard to define.
Part of the growing interest in quantum communications
As discussed in Section 7.5, the design of the quantum
is
undoubtedly
driven by the potential of quantum-based crypprotocol stack should take into account both virtual and phystography
protocols
such as QKD. As a matter of fact, seical connectivity. Both these different communication paradigms
cure
communications
could be further enforced if we exploit
– information transmission through physical connectivity or
quantum
information
for
node addressing, by defining quanteleportation through virtual entanglement-based connectivtum
private
networks
based
on the quantum equivalent of IP
ity – require tight cooperation and coordination among the
addresses.
network nodes, which involve classical signaling. For this,
Quantum addresses have been already proposed in literthe Quantum Internet is unlikely to be functionally autonomous
ature
[83], but in a very different context, for implementing
and independent of the classical Internet.
superposition
of paths and tasks. Differently, here we refer
As a matter of fact, Quantum Internet and classical Interto
quantum
address
as the quantum equivalent of the uninet interact and influence each other’s services. An example
vocal
addressing
provided
by IP. Given the unconventional
is given by the impact of the quantum data plane on quanproperties
of
quantum
information,
any quantum state acting
tum throughput. Classical control messages that operate at
as
host
address
would
be
intrinsically
private, giving birth to
the granularity of EPR pairs or multipartite entangled states
the
concept
of
Quantum
virtual
Private
Network, where not
are envisioned to belong to the quantum data plane [64, 79,
only
the
content
–
encrypted
through
quantum-based
cryp97, 98]. Here the influence is highly evident, with the bit
tography
protocols
–
but
also
the
identity
of
the
source
and
rate being an upper bound for the entanglement throughput.
the destination of the message – encrypted within a quanBut further interactions arise. One one hand, being the
virtual connectivity built on the physical connectivity, it might tum state – would be private. Clearly, quantum addressing
represents a completely unexplored research topic.
also depend on the services provided by lower layers of the
Furthermore, in literature the information carriers are
classical protocol stack (e.g., classical signaling as discussed
generally treated quantum mechanically, but the paths through
before). On the other hand, quantum phenomena can affect
which they propagate are still classical, obeying the laws of
classical functionalities as well, as instance when QKD [99]
classical causality. But this assumption can be generalized
is used for securing classical communications. Hence, in adsuch as, not only the information or the channels, but also
dition to the design of the quantum protocol stack, a further
the placement of the channels – i.e., the paths along with the
yet-to-solve design point is the interaction between classical
carriers propagate – can be quantum [30, 100, 101]. This
and quantum networks.
When it comes to quantum communications, several func- unconventional placement of channels has been theoretically
and experimentally verified, and it has been proven to be able
tionalities – such as neighbor discovery, path discovery and
to describe powerful setups for the transmission of both clasforwarding – are spread among several layers. Additionally,
sical and quantum information [31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 102]. This
quantum communication protocols entail a dense cross-layer
genuine quantum phenomenon, preliminary investigated in
interdependence, which goes beyond the exchange of ser[33, 83, 102], plays a paramount role for achieving unprecevices between adjacent layers represented in Figure 2. Hence,
dented information transfer capacities, and it must be fully
the modeling given by a protocol stack – if possible – should
understood and harnessed for the Quantum Internet design.
be enriched by a system capable of implementing this wider
In this regard, we note that, to account for the quantum path
cross-layer interaction.
peculiarities within the protocol stack, the quantum channel
Furthermore, the simplification given by the separation
of concern, which groups functionalities into layers with adjacent-should not be confined to the lowest layer, as suggested by
the Van Meter and Wehner’s models. In fact, the capabilonly layer interactions, seems unfeasible when it comes to
ity of quantum particles to propagate simultaneously among
quantum networks. Nevertheless, how cross-layer interacmultiple space-time trajectories affects the entire stack functions should be implemented within the Quantum Internet is
tionalities. Consequently, it cannot be draw a clear boundyet to be understood. A possible solution would be to imary between the layers implementing quantum communicaplement cross-layer interactions through classical signaling
tions and layers that only exploit local operation and clasrouted within the classical Internet, which would act as a uniJ. Illiano, M. Caleffi, A. Manzalini, A. S. Cacciapuoti
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Figure 12: Primitive/conceptual representation of the interplay between classical Internet (purple stack) and the Quantum
Internet (blue cylinder). As regards to the Quantum Internet, it doesn’t exist a complete and univocal layered model, hence we
cannot visualize defined layers. As represented within the figure, the Quantum Internet protocol stack leans against the classical
Internet. Indeed, it is unlikely to be functionally autonomous and independent of the classical Internet. Nevertheless, also classical
Internet exploits the Quantum Internet services, hence an interface between the two (represented by the yellow spiral) is needed to
manage their mutual interactions. This interface cannot be bounded to specific layers, but it should be rather a unified interface.
Indeed, such a unified interface could possibly be a powerful tool to implement the cross-layer interactions that overcome the
separation of concern.

sical communications as in the Van Meter’s and Wehner’s
models. Indeed, quantum “physical layer" and “link layer"
cannot be the only layers demanded of interfacing with the
physical quantum channel.

7.8. Industrial perspective and Standardization
Today, quantum technologies are attracting increasing
interests, efforts and investments also from Industry [103].
In fact, research and innovation in the field of quantum computing and communications are finally finding practical applications out of the laboratories. As a matter of fact, the first
quantum security services (e.g., based on QKD and QRNG)
and quantum computing applications (e.g., based on quantum annealers) are becoming commercially available. It is
expected that, in this decade, quantum networks and quantum internet will enable new services such as: advanced
quantum security services (e.g., based on entanglement protocols), distributed quantum computing services, blind computing, quantum artificial intelligence, and new forms of communications. Currently, there are several international projects
and standardization efforts (e.g., in ITU, IETF, IEEE, GSMA,
ETSI) which aim at defining architectures, interfaces and
protocols ensuring interoperability between quantum networks
and their seamless interworking with current telecommunications infrastructures [104, 105]. The long-term target is
operating a Quantum Internet fully interworking with the traditional Internet, with the purpose of executing methods and
J. Illiano, M. Caleffi, A. Manzalini, A. S. Cacciapuoti

protocols which are provably more efficient than their classic
counterparts.
One major obstacle hindering these developments is that,
today, the industry has not yet consolidated around one type
of quantum hardware technology (e.g., based on trapped ions,
superconducting electrons, or silicon photonics) for quantum
computing and networking. In this scenario, to accelerate
the development of industrial quantum ecosystems, there is
a need of defining abstractions and interfaces (e.g., APIs) decoupling the underneath quantum hardware from upper software layers. This is a promising avenue of innovation, which
is also intertwining with the activities on quantum compilers
and, in general on quantum software.

7.9. Design Philosophy
Last but not least – or, indeed, last but foremost – a fundamental open problem arises with the philosophy [106, 107]
underlying the Quantum Internet design, namely, circuit-switching
vs packet switching.
Internet represents the most successful and widestly-known
example of packet-switching network [23]. Accordingly, within
this survey, there has been a consistent and steady reference
to Internet protocol stack as benchmark for discussing both
existing literature as well as open issues.
Nevertheless, as repeatedly pointed out within the survey, the Quantum Internet design requires a major paradigm
shift for harnessing the peculiarities of quantum informaPage 22 of 25
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tion. As remarked in Section 3, differently from the bits
that are nearly stateless, qubits and entangled qubits are definitely stateful resources. In addiction, as discussed in Section 5, entanglement enable unicast dedicated channels between pair of nodes, regardless of their relative position within
the network topology. From this perspective, entanglement
seems more reminiscent of connection-oriented circuit-switching
rather than connection-less packet switching. Moreover, as
pointed out in Section 7.1, entanglement requires tight synchronization and signaling, unlikely satisfied by the besteffort nature of packet-switched networks.
From the above, whether we should follow the packetswitching philosophy – with an infrastructure with no global
central management and based on best effort strategy – or
should we follow the circuit switching philosophy – with an
infrastructure similar to the telephone network that is based
on central nodes in charge of network optimization and management – is a fundamental philosophical decision with systemwide cascade effects.

8. Conclusions
The Quantum Internet would enable ultra-secure communications, new services such as distributed quantum computing and even new types of scientific applications. The
development and progressive exploitation of the Quantum
Internet will have to cross different evolutionary stages until
quantum networks will reach their full functionality: such as
availability trusted repeater, entanglement distribution, memory and fault-tolerant qubit networks and eventually a fullfledged integration, also from the management viewpoint,
with current Internet.
With this survey we do not aim at giving the reader answer to such groundbreaking issues, rather we aim at underlying that further joint effort is needed in order to build the
astonishing Quantum Internet. We do look forward to contributing to such an exciting research area, which will pave
the way for the Internet of future such as Arpanet paved the
way for today’s internet.
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